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“Back in a few minutes” is a sign affixed to a door or a 

window, and you figure your barber needs a coffee. He/she 

in my case is Fernando, always delighted to see me and my 

dwindling follicles, fickle creatures intent on deserting the 

ship, thus reducing Fernando’s work time in half, which 

explains why he is happy to see me. 

 

Doctors don’t bother with this approach. From past 

experience, you wait while reading some outdated magazine 

for at least an hour, thankful that you are not in a hospital 

where you might be infected with the virulent virus of the week.  

 

If you arrive at the hospital emergency room with a serious gash to your forehead that requires 

multiple stitches, you know that you will languish there for up to four or more hours unless you 

happen to be a professional hockey player. They repair them immediately in the anonymity of 

the dressing room or locker room as Americans prefer to call it. 

 

“Back in a few minutes” varies with occupation, and there can be quite a discrepancy in the 

amount of time involved. If someone arrives at my door and reads that sign, they might assume a 

probable wait of 10-20 minutes. If it’s Fernando, I estimate the time to be 5 minutes. 

 

With airlines, “a few minutes” takes on unique dimensions, akin to Beckett’s “Waiting for 

Godot,” his absurdist play in which two characters, Vladimir and Estragon, wait endlessly and in 

vain for the arrival of someone named Godot. If Beckett was alive, he might easily emulate the 

Rocky Balboa series and write “Waiting for Godot 2: Air Canada.”  Beckett’s work is a bleak, 

tragicomic outlook on human nature, often coupled with black comedy and gallows humour. 

 

I recently experienced Air Canada’s version of “Waiting for Godot,” aka “Back in a few 

minutes.” I started from Fort St. John in northeastern British Columbia with 18,609 residents. 

Located at Mile 47 and one of the largest cities along the Alaska Highway, it’s served by the Fort 

St. John Airport, and the municipal slogan is, “Fort St. John: The Energetic City.” My attempt to 

return home was on Air Canada whose slogan is, “Back in a few minutes.” 

 

I had a connection at Vancouver. The time between arrival and departure on a new Air Canada 

plane to Toronto was tight, so when Air Canada immediately lived up to its motto with a 15-

minute delay, I knew I would miss the connection. Despite the fact that I arrived at the precise 

moment that the connection was supposed to leave Vancouver, the airline hostess or flight 

attendant or whatever they are called these days, gave me a sporting chance by moving me and 

my carry-on to the front of the plane, and I bravely scooted to my promised van or whatever they 

call those things designed to transport handicapped travellers through airports. It appeared that 

the driver’s motto was the same as that of Air Canada, and no vehicle was in sight. I arrived at 

the departure gate just as employees had finished playing their game of “Go Fish” and I was 

happily informed that I was booked on the next flight, an hour later. For the 

record, I started out from BC at 11.30 am. 

 

Landing in Toronto, we queued up amongst countless planes that had landed but 

were unable to taxi to their appointed gates, because thunder storms had stopped 

outgoing aircraft for two hours, and they had to exit first before we docked. 

When we finally arrived at our gate, the captain informed us that there was 

nobody there to open the door, and that that would take an extra “few minutes.” 

“A few” extra airport minutes should not be confused with real time. After a hellish delay and 

sitting on Pearson’s tarmac for over an hour, on my way to collect my luggage, I met a passenger 

arriving from the flight I had missed in Vancouver! Beckett would appreciate that. The time of 



my eventual arrival at home: 4.30 am! I had to wait only 35 minutes for the Niagara Airbus, and 

there was NO traffic. 


